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Module 1: Joining the World of Graphic Design

Learning Objectives
By the completion of this module you will be able to:
• explain the purpose of graphic design and layout
• describe a range of applications of graphic design and layout
• recall the principles of good design: colour, shape, texture, balance and so forth
• recognise the elements of good design 
• identify examples of good design and poor design
• appreciate graphic design from an historical perspective
• mock up a basic one-page flyer incorporating different media
• evaluate the message communicated through design.
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Welcome to the creative, inspiring and satisfying 
world of professional graphic design!

The Weblynx College Graphic Design Intensive Online Course has been  
developed by trained and experienced graphic and website designers, 
professional educators and design studio managers. 

In it we share with you the cumulative knowledge and experience gained 
from sucessfully working in the design industry and education across 
thirty years, and aim to foster the creative development of aspiring  
graphic designers while providing knowledge and software application 
skills essential to the profession. 

We also aim to provide you with an enjoyable learning experience in a 
supportive environment, mentored by experienced working professionals 
who value individuality and creativity. 

Building upon the foundations of our original course which was previously 
studied successfully by many hundreds of students from across the globe 
throughout the past eight years through Australian College, we bring our 
newer and upgraded version to you via Weblynx College, our own Online 
School for Design.

Bigger and better, we have designed this course to include a strong skills and 

practical base to provide students with a more intensive and comprehensive 

learning experience, with faster feedback and direct contact with your course 

mentors.

As well as creating this course to put something back into the industry that 

has been kind to us throughout our working lives, we aspire to bringing good 

design online and make design more accessible.

In the process we are also hoping to train the kind of designers that we love to 

work with! 

Course Prerequisites
Once a specialist’s domain, the field of design and graphics is now 
open to everyone who owns or uses a computer, and for many 
people today, the ability to produce well laid out documents has 
become an essential professional skill. It can also provide a great 
source of personal satisfaction. 

This Course Is Suited For:
The Weblynx College Graphic Design Intensive Online Course has 
been developed for people who wish to:

• explore their creativity and develop skills in design
• enter a new career working in the field of graphic design
• study in their own time and work at their own pace 
• develop a  career working as a freelance graphic designer
• create their own  home based, studio or commercial graphic design 

business.

The course is also for those people who have not previously had the  
opportunity to express themselves through design but wish to realise their 
creative potential. 

It is also suitable for those who need to design pages in their professional 
capacity but have no formal training in design and typography.

By developing an understanding of the fundamentals, you will be able to 
further appreciate good design.

 We will take you on a wonderful journey where you will work with colour, 
shape, images, text and more. 

Module 1: Joining The World Of Graphic Design
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You will:
• learn the basic technical skills essential to graphic designers
• become familiar with the designer software programs, Adobe InDesign, 

Photoshop and Illustrator 
• learn about design, typography and basic illustration  

and drawing.

Then you will learn how to apply the software to:
• design logos
• prepare layouts for marketing brochures and flyers
• arrange book spreads
• create advertisements
• design signage and even
• how to create eye catching packaging. 

In the process of applying the basic principles, your work will look more  

organised, unified, interesting and professional. 

• We will also take you step by step through the stages of getting started 
in your own graphic design and business. 

Managing your own studio is not only rewarding—it’s fun and can be a 
lifestyle choice, as you can earn a good income working from home.  

Irrespective of your previous experience, we know you will gain a tremen-
dous amount from this course. Although initially it may appear daunting, we 

will take you step by step through everything you need to know to get started 

in this exciting and dynamic field.

Recognition of Prior Experience
Weblynx College currently does not offer recognition of prior learning. 
Design is a dynamic field and we believe that keeping up with current 
trends while maintaining the skills and competency required for working 
with ever changing  technology is fundamental to professionalism. 

Hopefully, anyone involved with graphic design will develop the  
flexibility to quickly embrace this ongoing learning process and  
appreciate the value in revising and reviewing design processes and  
software applications from time to time. 

Firstly, A Little About The Authors And 
Your Mentors... 
Helen Jones and Steven Jones founded and manage a highly successful 
boutique graphic design studio in the Southern Highlands of New South 
Wales, Australia. Established in the early 1990s, Highland Creative formerly 
operated as Highland Graphics and is a multifaceted design studio that 
caters to clients throughout Australasia.

Helen and Steve’s love of design and desire to share their experience while 
putting something back into the industry that has been kind to them has 
prompted them to create Weblynx College. 

In creating Weblynx College as Australia’s first online school devoted 
entirely to graphic design, they aim to make design and design education 
accessible.  Their approach is holistic, practical and transparent.  
“We want to train the kind of designers that we love to work with”.

As members of the Australian Graphic Design Association, Helen and 
Steven keep up with current trends while maintaining contact with other 
graphic designers. Their combined experience is complementary and 
diverse, each is highly qualified and experienced in their respective fields 
and creative in their own right. They understand the complexities, rewards 
and pitfalls associated with establishing and maintaining a creative career.

Steven is one of the rare breed of creative technicians while Helen is an 
accomplished educator, manager and freelance writer.  

A graduate from Sydney College of the Arts and holding a Bachelor of Arts, 
Industrial Design, Steven’s initial training in design was manual.  
With the advent of computers, he quickly realised the value of technology 
in design and embraced the challenges that computerised design brings, 
mentoring clients and other designers along the way.

in his spare time Steve is an accomplished ceramicist and potter.

Highland Creative’ portfolio may be viewed on:  

www.highlandcreative.com.au
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Helen holds a Bachelor of Education and has extensive secondary school 
teaching experience in Victoria and New South Wales, specialising in  
Technology – food, hospitality, design and technology, and textiles.  
She also trained at the Cordon Bleu in London and practised as a chef 
throughout the United Kingdom during ‘gap years’, and in recent years has 
undertaken studies in journalism and is a much published arts writer.

For many years Helen also acted as Tutor for the Graphic Design & 
Desktop Publishing course which Highland Creative developed for the 
Sydney based distance education provider Australian College.  
During this time she nurtured the creative development of her students.

She believes that skills developed in any capacity are transferable. 

She also believes that creativity comes in many forms and that passion,  
enthusiasm and application provide the key to learning, which in turn 
fosters understanding and self-expression. 

Having supplemented her own qualifications by undertaking distance 
education while working full-time and her son was in infancy, Helen holds 
a deep understanding of the challenges and rewards encountered while 
balancing multiple roles.

In her spare time she plays with fabric and applies her love of colour,  
texture and design to contemporary patchwork.

www.highlandcreative.com.au 
www.highlandcreative.com.au/aboutStaff.php

So let’s begin the journey into a lifetime of design!
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Where is Graphic Design Used? 
Graphic design is applied to almost any kind of printed or broadcast  
material—advertisements, logos, packaging, stationery, promotional  
materials, magazines, books, TV commercials, movie and television credits, 
the World Wide Web and so forth. 

With each situation, however, a different combination of elements will  
apply. Elements are things such as lines, type, shapes, space and texture. 
We will look more closely at these shortly. 

What Makes a Graphic Designer?
With no blueprint existing for creatives and creativity, who can really say 
what makes a anyone a designer!

Like other artists, designers are unique human beings whose creativity is 
innate. They are visual thinkers who see the world and express themselves 
differently and are often propelled by a passion that comes from within.  

Most people that I know who have become designers are unique. They 
have always doodled and drawn. They are observant. They have always 
examined things, pulled things apart and made things and many have an 
overwhelming desire to make the world look and function better. 

And they have curiosity and are receptive and willing to learn.

Does this describe you?!!

So… where do we begin?…At the beginning, of course! 

Developing An Eye For Great Graphics  
And Layout
Irrespective of your experience and expertise, remember as you launch into 

graphic and layout design that the best resource you will ever have in this field 

is other graphic designers and layout artists. 

Look around you … open your eyes … everywhere you look you will find 
inspiration from other designers—in books, magazines and catalogues; 
advertisements in print and on billboards; on television and film;  
on business cards, letterheads, brochures and flyers and websites!   
• Absorb and learn from others. 
• Look at logos and corporate identities. 
• Learn to identify fonts, observe use of colour and monochrome as well 

as texture and paper. 

Ask yourself: 
• What makes this work? 
• What doesn’t work and why? 

In other words, look at everything you see graphically critically!

• Begin to collect examples and start a file for future reference. 
• Collect business cards, letterheads, flyers, brochures, books, catalogues, 

advertisements and tags; bookmark websites you like. 
• Collect paper samples. 

In other words, become a bower bird! 

• File it all away within easy reach. 

You will be surprised at when you may come back to something you have 
collected! 

Graphic Communication Versus  
Graphic Design
As Graphic design is all about communication, we believe that a more  

appropriate term for it most probably would be ‘Graphic Communication.’ 

Whatever… the aim is to communicate ideas and information in a way 
that can be quickly absorbed and easily understood. 

Topic 1: Understanding Design
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Prior to the 1990s, desktop publishing was done by a typesetter and was 
called ‘typesetting’.  
Although the term ‘typesetter’ is still around, these days typesetter and 
desktop publisher virtually mean the same thing.

Then…
A relatively new genre, graphic design has undergone much change and 

evolved from hand drawn designs and layouts to computerised design, bring-

ing with it many terms which are now common language to computer users. 

In the age of the typesetter, graphic design (then called ‘graphic layout 
art’) and typesetting were prepared separately then combined in the final 
print job, as machines weren’t capable of performing the tasks of  
laying out the graphics and fitting the text around them. 

In a laborious process, the graphic designer would receive typed text from 
the client, count and estimate how many words and characters  
(individual letters including spaces and punctuation) for each line, and 
use copy-fitting tables to estimate the size of text required according to 
selected font (type face or style of letter), leading (strips of lead of varying 
widths to create line spacing) and line space availability. 

Copy (text) and specifications would then be sent to the typesetter and 
returned for layout as graphics columns or galleys of text days later. 

The graphic layout artist would then cut the typeset copy into  
blocks and, working on a pasteboard, lay out the copy, adhering it to the 
layout board using a wax or rubber-based adhesive that allows for reposi-
tioning—hence the familiar computer terms ‘cut’ and ‘paste’.

If the lettering was too large or too small, a photographic reproduction 
camera was used to resize the copy. Transfer lettering (e.g. Letraset) was 
often used for headers.   

Layouts were completed manually using a drawing board, stencils,  
guillotines, adhesive and hand rollers. T and set squares were used to 
ensure all components were aligned.

Increased access to technology means that we are subjected to  
such a volume of information that we are all suffering from what I call 
‘information overload’, so the message must be well laid out to be clear 
and concise.

Some definitions to become familiar with…

The term ‘graphic’ means something that is vividly or clearly described. 
‘Design’ means to work out the structure or form of something by making 
a sketch, outline, pattern or plan.

‘Graphic arts’ includes any of the fine or applied visual arts based on 
drawing or the use of line. 

‘Illustration’ refers to pictorial images and text decoration, and  
photography is the art of producing images with the use of a camera. 

‘Graphic design’ is the production of a layout using text, and/or images 
for the purpose of reproducing a finished design, referred to as ‘artwork’. 
The artwork can be for any form of media: print, television, film, video, and 
the Web. 

Therefore, a ‘graphic designer’ is virtually the architect of the piece  
being produced, the person who creates the design and the artwork.  
They may produce the content themselves or call upon the specialised 
skills of others – illustrators, copywriters, typographers and photographers 
to produce the materials which they then assemble.

The graphic designer does not have to be an illustrator or photographer, BUT 

these skills are  good to have!

‘Desktop publishing’, on the other hand, means to prepare or fit text and 
textual elements onto the page (or pages, referred to as documents) for 
printing. Modern magazine and book publishing are typical examples of 
destop publishing and increasingly the ‘desktop publisher’ is referred to 
as a ‘layout artist’.

The term ‘desktop publishing’ only came about with the advancement of 
computer and software capability. It wasn’t always called that. 
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Once the layout was completed a transparent sheet was laid over the 
original artwork for the layout artist to write instructions for the printer 
concerning text, borders, colouring, location of images and specifications 
such as reversing out of colour.

Multicolour artwork was done onto clear overlays—each colour was set 
out on a separate sheet or layer and each was used separately to make 
each colour plate for printing. I suspect that this is the origin of the term 
‘layering’, which is still used to describe a facility in computer layouts. 

Now…
Today, with rapid advancements in software and technology, this dual  
process has become obsolete. One person can now do the entire graphic 
design and layout, and colour separations are able to be achieved by  
setting up colours on the computer. 

Artwork files can be sent electronically as PDF files to the printer, sent via 
a drop box, copied onto a ‘stick’ or burned to DVD, reducing turnaround 
times and speeding up the entire process. 

The Role Of Graphic Designer  
And Layout Artist
As you have already seen, the graphic design and layout field is dynamic, 
undergoing constant change and incorporating a variety of expectations. 
The advent of computers and the universal adoption of technology have 
contributed to a rapidly changing workplace. Computer literacy is virtually 
an essential requirement and in many instances, multiskilling is considered 
highly desirable.

The Layout Artist
The role of layout artist, once referred to as the desktop publisher, varies 
from one project to another and may encompass the writing and editing 
of text, development of charts and tables, scanning of photographs,  
typesetting, designing page layouts, production of presentations and 
preparation of documents for print. 

Entering the Digital Age

Employers have embraced computers, as they are relatively inexpensive 
and layout software is more accessible and easier to use. Jobs previously 
outsourced to design studios are often completed internally within  
companies (in-house) for convenience, and to reduce costs and  
preparation time prior to printing. 

With fast turnaround now virtually a prerequisite, most commercial 
printers offer digital outputs to complement conventional formats. It is 
anticipated that employment prospects for layout artists and will increase 
substantially as more layout and design work is completed in-house.      

Increasingly, layout artists also benefit through knowledge of HTML  
(Hyper Text Markup Language) and ability to convert text and graphics for 
publishing online.

In the mid 1980s, the first computer we bought was an Atari system with Mac 

emulation—at the time all we could even contemplate but barely afford. We 

paid in the vicinity of $15,000 for the set-up and were paying it off for ages! 

Macs desktop publishing systems then cost in the vacinity of $20–21,000! 

Moreover, computers in those days were mostly black and white! 

At the same time, it felt like we were being inundated with enquiries for work 

from graphic designers who had not made the transition to working with 

computers.

“... graphic designers 
work primarily on design 
and layout, image and 
photographic manipulation, 
and the colour management 
and prepress aspects of 
design.”
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So…
…the graphic designer works primarily on design and layout, image and 
photographic manipulation and the colour management and prepress 
aspects of design. 

They usually do not typeset large amounts of text (unless, of course, they 
are self-employed and asked to do so by their client). On the other hand, 
layout artists are required sometimes to type, lay out and format large 
amounts of text, and place images within text.

Enhancing Employment Prospects
1. Develop Software Skills
Layout art and training in graphic design basics tends to give people more 
opportunities for employment. 

The current trend to merge the roles of graphic designer and layout  
artist means multi-skilling is becoming increasingly desirable for future 
employment.

 Limit your skill set and you limit your employment prospects. 

So, if you keep up to date, can understand and use current programs, and 
are competent in both graphics and layout design it stands to reason that 
you will be more appealing to prospective employers and clients. 

You will be able to save them time and money while minimising  
inconvenience and margin for error!  In turn, you may also find your job 
more challenging and rewarding by combining creativity with production.

Nowadays we field enquiries from graphic designers who may or may not 
carry the qualifications but often not the design or technical skills to fit our 
requirements., which is why we have created this course!! 

There also seems to be a lot of people online claiming to be design  
professionals, yet their work in our opinion does not reflect an  
understanding of design! 

“ ... creativity comes in many forms and ... passion, 
enthusiasm and application provide the key to learning, 
which in turn fosters understanding and self-expression.” 

The Graphic Designer
The role of graphic designer in a professional capacity focuses more  
on creativity while incorporating many of the production skills of an  
experienced layout artist.

The graphic designer is required to have a sound understanding of design, 
the ability to produce visual imagery and corporate identities and the 
technical ability to effectively use industry standard software. 

They need to have a sound knowledge of print and the printing process.

They also need to be good listeners and interpreters and increasingly are 
required to also assume a marketing role.

So…graphic designers these days need to be multiskilled.

Understanding Software

Adobe Creative Suite is now industry standard software for graphic design. 
InDesignCS is used for layout and design in conjunction with Adobe 
Photoshop for imagery and photo manipulation, while Adobe Illustrator 
is often used for creating illustrations and drawing. (Although InDesign CS 
has been developed to include attributes from Photoshop and Illustrator, 
we stilll prefer to use all three programs).

“A successful designer 
is flexible and always 
remembers that they are 
providing a service and that 
ultimately the client’s wishes 
come first.” “...graphic designers 

work primarily on design 
and layout, image and 
photographic manipulation, 
and the colour management 
and prepress aspects of 
design.”
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Clients have to feel confidence in you. 

The best way to develop client confidence is by behaving in a professional 
manner and being receptive and flexible. 

The Successful Graphic Designer  
and Layout Artist
A successful designer listens to and respects their client’s wishes rather than 

imposing their ideas and creativity. 

A successful designer is flexible and always remembers that they are  
providing a service and that ultimately the client’s wishes come first. 

In other words, a successful designer knows when to be like a chameleon 
and when to assert their creativity! (A chameleon is a lizard that changes 
colour to blend with its environment). 

If the client is definite about the look they require, always develop the 
concept the client wants and also present the concept you think will be 
better. 

The client then knows that although you have listened to and respected 
their wishes, you are also thinking about the best possible way to meet 
their brief! 

Then accept the client’s final choice.

The successful designer also:
• fits design to brief
• matches design time to budget
• is realistic in estimating time
• meets deadlines
• communicates clearly and 
• empathises with their clients. 

2. Develop Desirable Personal Skills 
Employers prefer to hire people who listen to instructions, understand 
their publishing requirements and who are confident and capable in their 
work and have an eye for detail. 

They want someone who is is proficient in the use of software and able to 
complete tasks efficiently with minimal direction. And they want someone 
who understands the printing process and is able to liaise with printers. 

They also want someone who is adaptable and able to deal with working 
under pressure and to tight deadlines as well as being able to keep up 
with new software and equipment. 

Creativity and individual flair may initially also need to be harnessed to fit 
in with established corporate guidelines and style.

Graphic designers already have an advantage if they are skilled in using web-

site design software and in the not-too-distant future, proficiency with any of 

these programs will become increasingly essential. 

Standing Out From The Crowd
As in any field, it can be competitive in the world of graphics and  
graphic design, so I can only encourage you to work towards making 
yourself stand out from the crowd. In saying that the graphics world is 
competitive, however I don’t mean that to achive your goals and be  
successful that you need to sharpen your elbows and become  
aggressively competitive. Because you don’t. 

As stated earlier, other graphic designers are a wonderful resource. Look 
at their work, talk to each other and learn from and appreciate each other. 
There is room enough for everyone in this field! 

Besides, creativity is usually enhanced by collaboration!

How you stand out from the crowd rests on how you market yourself. 

Marketing is not only how you advertise yourself—how you market  
yourself is how you present yourself and your work and how you relate  
to clients. 

“Impressions ARE important. 
And first impressions can be 
critical to a client or a new 
customer.”
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An employed designer will either liaise with the client or take the  
briefing from their superior, while the self-employed or freelancer may find 
themselves covering all bases. 

This includes meeting clients, quoting, developing and presenting  
concepts and mock-ups, organising photography and illustration, creating 
page layouts with photographs and graphics, developing colour schemes, 
scanning and enhancing images, preparing and checking proofs internally 
and from a commercial printer, and final preparation of files for the printer 
and client and liaising with the printer.

Potential Employment For Graphic Designers 
And Layout Artists
Apart from working freelance and contractually, opportunities for  
potential employment for graphic designers and layout artists lie in: 
• publishing (i.e. newspapers, books, magazines)
• advertising
• commercial and in-house design studios
• with printers
• government departments
• multimedia
• within the entertainment industry (film, television, music) and now in 
• website design and development.  

Alternatively, a Mac or PC computer operator is usually expected to be 
proficient with computer and industry specific software as well as  
following specific guidelines, their area of responsibility falling between 
that of layout artist/desktop publisher and graphic designer. 

Likewise, a finished artist prepares designs and drawings for graphic  
artists and art directors using technical skill rather than creativity.

A graphic designer and layout artist will enhance their  
employment potential if they are able to: 
• write text (copywriting) 
• edit existing material and advise clients on copy to include with  

graphics and are able to correct copy (proofread), particularly if they 
demonstrate 

• a sound knowledge of spelling, grammar and punctuation. 

These days it is also beneficial to be marketing savvy. 

Irrespective of how wonderful the graphics and presentation are,  
increasingly clients and employers expect layout artists and graphic 
designers to present work that reads well and is spelt and punctuated 
correctly. 

NEVER rely solely on spellcheck though, because spellcheck may let  
grammatical errors through! 

It is also important to adjust the spellcheck according to the country you 
are working in. 

Some spellchecks are American based, so for example, in Australia we 
are always careful to use UK-based spellcheck in conjunction with the 
Australian Macquarie Dictionary. 

Spellcheck also doesn’t cover words that are spelt correctly but used  
in the wrong context—for example, our local newspaper often uses 
‘formally’ (meaning conventionally) instead of ‘formerly’ (preceding in time 
or earlier). Or practice/practise, metre/meter, affect/effect, there/their and 
soforth.

Fulfilling the role of graphic designer and layout artist requires flexibility and 

versatility! 

The process varies from project to project and according to the  
work situation. 

“These days, software 
preferred by designers is 
available both for Mac 
and PC, making it a more 
a personal choice as the 
same quality of work can 
be achieved using either 
format.”
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Even when we sit down to watch sport or a movie, it’s there—etched onto 
the playing field, plastered across the scoreboard and player uniforms or 
jumping out by way of product placement. 

Branding is the brainchild of advertising and designed to create differ-
ences out of nothing and therefore to generate profits. Marketers tap into 
the concept of brand loyalty, which is increasingly integral to our lives. 

By being brand loyal, consumers feel safe, secure in knowing what they 
are getting and saving time.

Think about your day—what you are wearing, what you  
have eaten for breakfast, the car you drive, your computer 
equipment. How many brands have you touched today? 

Visual Perception and Expression
Even if we try to avoid it, we are not immune to advertising and the message is 

always there. 

Familiarity with trade slogans and symbols is high. Think about Coca Cola, 
Pepsi, Shell, the McDonald’s golden arches. 

We have all seen these signs so often that we automatically associate the 
name with the image. The Nike tick, the Polo symbol—I’m sure you can 
name many more!

What does this have to do with graphic design and layout? Everything!

Information overload is endemic to our society. How information is 
presented and the circumstances in which it is presented are extremely 
important if the message is to be effective. 

Graphic design and layout is all about visual communication;  
communicating with visuals and the written word. 

Topic 3: Graphic Design and Layout

Communicating a Message 
The aim of all design is to communicate a message. Not just any message.  

The message must reflect the purpose.

Communicating a desired message through design is perhaps the most 
difficult aspect you will need to learn. Acquiring the skills and knowledge 
of graphic design and desktop publishing is relatively easy. Learning how 
to communicate the right message requires something extra—the ability 
to be creatively ‘tuned in’ to the target audience.

Communicating with Words & Images
Impressions ARE important, and first impressions can be critical to a client 
or a new customer. The first impression you generate professionally comes 
from either your business card, advertisement or website. 

It also comes from how you answer the telephone or your demeanour and 
presentation if the initial meeting is face to face. It may also come from 
recommendation or referral, then all of the above. 

The best first impression you can make is though your work. Let your work 

speak for you! 

Think about advertising for a moment. 
The range and availability of consumer goods and services have increased 
so rapidly that products have to compete fiercely for market share. Such 
competition has led to the growth of advertising and we are  
constantly bombarded with words and images encouraging us to notice 
this as opposed to that. 

Advertising clamours for our attention, screaming at us from radio,  
television, billboards, newspapers and magazines, in shops and  
supermarkets, from buses, cars and websites. 

“Information overload is 
endemic to our society. How 
information is presented 
and the circumstances in 
which it is presented are 
extremely important if the 
message is to be effective.”
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Elements (words, sentences or text, drawings or photographs)  
must be created and positioned to enable information to be easily  
understood, read and absorbed.

Critical to good design is what I call the ‘grab’ factor—the ability to 
instantly capture and then maintain attention. How this is achieved may 
vary from one situation to another but the common thread is clarity of the 
message, which inevitably is achieved through considered design. In an 
age of information overload, simplicity is the key.

The design must be created to suit the product or target audience to 
transmit information successfully and fonts, colours and illustrations 
vary according to the requirements of the target audience. 

For example, a design for a finance or legal company should not be 
frivolous; rather, it should reflect reliability and respectability while a 
design for an alternative therapist or health retreat should convey a softer 
approach, an adventure flight operator movement and fun. 

Likewise designs associated with children. 

Inspiration for designs can come from anywhere and anything around you 
(In fact, to achieve a realistic result, inspiration for the potato man in the 
digikids identity came directly from the artwork folio we kept of our son’s 
drawings when he was very young). See Fig.4.

Fig.4  Examples of identities. Note how each 
has been styled to suit the subject.
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To become a good designer you must first understand the fundamentals of 

good design.

As already stated, a graphic designer needs to be completely tuned into their 

visual environment through advertising, books, magazines, the internet, film, 

television and photography. 

If you haven’t started collecting samples of graphics you like, then I would 
suggest that you start now!

What Constitutes Good Design? 
Good design is:
Creative

The concept suits and presents the content appropriately.

Well organised

Content is organised into groups or categories to reduce clutter and make 
reading easier.

Consistent

Organisation and unity throughout a de-
sign are strengthened by repeating visual 
elements such as colours, fonts, textures, 
spaces, graphic concepts and shapes.

Aligned

The visual connection between elements 
defines the structure and look of the page.

Text in particular, is cleaner and crisper 
when effectively aligned.

Topic 4: The Principles of Good Design
A good design also contains:
Contrast

Contrast attracts attention, drawing the reader’s eye in the first place and 
holding it. Avoid similar elements (type, colour, size, line thickness, shape, 
space) on the page. If everything on the page is similar, it will be very 
bland and won’t be easy to read.

Balance

Well-laid-out documents are balanced and use space well to avoid over-
crowding. 

Type

Choice of type (font) complements the feeling of the design and should 
be set out to be legible by adjusting leading (the spacing between lines). 
Standard leading that is usually 120% of type size (i.e. if the type is 10 point 
then allow leading 12 point), but it can be varied to suit individual jobs. 

Likewise, the distance between pairs of let-
ters  
(kerning) can be adjusted for legibility or 
creativity, while the spacing between letters 
or characters within whole words (tracking) 
can also be adjusted.  See Fig.5.

Colour

Colour enhances design by developing 
mood and  
feeling and adding depth and contrast to a 
design. 

Familiarise yourself with the colour palette on 
your computer. 

Fig.5   Leading, kerning and tracking.

Fig.6   More interest can be 
achieved by using varying 
percentages (tints) of colour.
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Play with colour and you will soon see how it impacts on your design. 

One colour can be given depth by working in tints (percentages of colour), 
likewise two-colour designs can develop the effect of full colour.  See Fig.6.

What is ‘Bad’ Design?
Awareness of the principles of good design will hopefully help you to develop 

your own style while avoiding the traps associated with bad design.

So, what contributes to bad design?
Inadequate research and poor interpretation of brief. Ineffective research 
may result in bad design if the design doesn’t fit the style and content is 
not appropriate to the project.

Speed

Hurried design contributes to bad design by creating a ‘thrown together’ 
appearance. 

Illegible Text 

Text that is difficult to read contributes to bad design in any format, but 
particularly where there are large blocks of copy i.e. in desktop publishing.

See Fig.7.

• Try to avoid hyphenations and text breaks, which make content  
disjointed. (Sometimes this cannot be avoided, though! We have left the 

word break in ‘complement’, three lines below to avoid it pushing the word 

‘design’ to become a ‘widow’ or a one word line, which we try to avoid.)  
• Text in upper case is difficult to read when used in large blocks.
• Text too large or too small contributes to bad design.
• Poor font selection and selection of fonts. Choosing fonts that don’t com-

plement one another or suit the message can contribute to bad design. 

Crowding

Poorly organised areas, poor use of space and limited space between 
margins and columns contribute to crowding and bad design.

Poor colour selection

Poor colour use includes combining colours lacking contrast and using 
pale colours, which hinders text legibility.

Poor colour selection includes designing for print using incorrect colour space. 

Designers use CMYK colours for print and RGB for multimedia and web. 
Many colours will display on screen but cannot be reproduced using pro-
cess colour printing (CMYK). 

Failure to consider print medium contributes to bad design

The designer must consider how the final product will be affected by the 
print medium — newspapers and phone books use more absorbent pa-
per, exhibiting a greater dot gain in printing but plastics are less absorbent. 
Colour prints differently on different papers — colour variations occur 
when printed on gloss and matt paper. 

Fig.7   Examples of illegible text.
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Module 1 Continued…
Module 1 continues on to look at design elements and then addresses 
the history and evolution of graphic design.

In the process, students will have access to and view online movies  
outlining the history of graphic design and be required to conduct their 
own online research with the links provided.  

Assessment 1
Students will then be required to apply everything that they have learned  
so far to complete their first assessment.

Assessment 1 involves the research and critical analysis of existing  
designs for a range of situations (logo, brochure and layout design) and 
encourages students to flex their creative muscles to design a montage, 
either manually or using InDesign. 

Students are encouraged to submit their work electronically as per  
the WebLynx College online setup which is designed for efficient and  
effective access to and feedback from mentors.

Throughout the process, students are encouraged to contact their  
mentors directly if they wish, and assessments will be quickly reviewed 
and returned, to keep the creative and learning process flowing. 

Mind Maps 
Educational theory asserts that for students to remember content, they 
should change its structure. 

Content structure may be changed by arranging textual information into 
charts, diagrams and mind maps.

A mind map is created by jotting down words and information to create 
links, in the process helping its creator to remember content - a great help 
when studying for an exam. 

Mind mapping is also a technique that is increasingly applied by creatives  
(I.E. graphic designers) when brainstorming and gathering their thoughts 
together early in the design process. 

For some reason the tactileness of creating mind maps also helps get the 
creative juices flowing, probably because it is such a visual process that 
suits visual thinkers.

See below for a simple example of a mind map that outlines the  
fundamentals of good design. 


